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Abstract. Affective computing is currently one of the most active research
topics, furthermore, having increasingly intensive attention. This strong interest
is driven by a wide spectrum of promising applications in many areas such as
virtual reality, smart surveillance, perceptual interface, etc. Affective computing
concerns multidisciplinary knowledge background such as psychology,
cognitive, physiology and computer sciences. The paper is emphasized on the
several issues involved implicitly in the whole interactive feedback loop.
Various methods for each issue are discussed in order to examine the state of
the art. Finally, some research challenges and future directions are also
discussed.

1 Introduction
Affective computing is trying to assign computers the human-like capabilities of
observation, interpretation and generation of affect features. It is an important topic
for the harmonious human-computer interaction, by increasing the quality of humancomputer communication and improving the intelligence of the computer.
The research on affect or emotion can be traced from nowadays to 19 century [2].
Traditionally, “affect” was seldom linked to lifeless machines, and was normally
studied by psychologists. It is quite new in the recent years that the affect features
were captured and processed by the computer. The affective computing builds an
“affect model” based on the various sensors-captured information, and builds a
personalized computing system with the capability of perception, interpretation to
human’s feeling as well as giving us intelligent, sensitive and friendly responses.
To get the impression of state of art of the research in affective computing, the
paper briefly summaries some key technologies for the research during last several
years, such as emotional speech processing, facial expression, body gesture and
movement, multimodal system, affect understanding and generating, etc. A brief
discussion will also be made in each topic. Furthermore, the paper also introduces
some related projects in the world, which gives the clearer impression on the
current/past research work and applications. Based on above summary and analysis,
the paper discussed some hot research topics which might be a big challenge to
improve the current research work.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the recent development of
the related key technologies. Section 3 describes some related projects in this area.
Section 4 summaries the hot research topics. The final conclusion of the paper will be
made in section 5.
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2 State of Art of Key Technologies
The standard procedure of affective interaction consists of affect information capture and
modeling, affect understanding and expression etc. As we know, people express the
affects through a series of action on facial expression, body movements, various gestures,
voice behavior, and other physiological signals, such as heart rate and sweat, etc. The
following parts will try to review the most active key technologies in these area, such
emotional speech processing, facial expression recognition and generating, body gesture
and movement, multimodal system, affect understanding and generating, etc.
2.1 Emotional Speech Processing
For emotional speech processing, it is a widely known fact that the emotional speech
differs with respect to the acoustic features[43]. Some prosody features, such as pitch
variables (F0 level, range, contour and jitter), speaking rate have been analyzed by
some researchers [46]. Parameters describing laryngal processes on voice quality
were also taken into account in someone’s work [42]. Tato [48] made some
experiments which showed how “quality features” are used in addition to “prosody
features.
The above acoustic features are widely used for the research of emotion
recognition with the pattern recognition methods. For instance, Dellaert [45] used
prosody features and compared three classifiers: the maximum likelihood Bayes
classification, kernel regression, and k-nearest neighbor in emotion recognition for
sadness, anger, happiness and fear. Petrushin [46] used vocal parameters and a
computer agent for emotion recognition. Lee [47] used liear discriminant
classification with Gaussian class-conditional probability distribution and k-nearest
neighborhood methods to classify utterances into two basic emotion states, negative
and non-negative. Yu [49] used SVMs for emotion detection. A average accuracy of
73% was reported. Nick [40] proposed a perception model of affective speech
utterances and shown that there are consistent differences in the acoustic features of
same-word utterances that are perceived as having different discourse effects or
displaying different affective states. The work proposed that rather than selecting one
label to describe each utterance, a vector of activations across a range of features may
be more appropriate.
For emotion generating with speech synthesis, Mozziconacci [7] added emotion
control parameters on the basis of tune methods resulting in higher performance
power of voice composing. Cahn [8], by means of a visualized acoustic parameters
editor, achieved the output of emotional speech with manual inferences. Recently,
some efforts have been down with the idea of the large corpus. A typical system was
finished by Campbell [50], who created an expressive speech synthesis with a five
years’ large corpus and gave us an impressive synthesis results. Schroeder[51],
Eide[44] generated a expressive TTS engine which can be directed, via an extended
SSML, to use a variety of expressive styles with about ten hours of “neutral”
sentences. Optionally, rules translating certain expressive elements to ToBI markup
are manually derived. Chuang[52] and Tao[11] used emotional keywords and
emotion trigger words to generate the emotional TTS system. The final emotion
state is determined based on the emotion outputs from textual content module.
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The results were especially used in the dialogue systems to improve the
naturalness/expressiveness of the answering speech.
Till now, most of the researches on emotional speech are still focused on some
typical acoustic features analysis in different languages. Some work in emotion
classification systems and rule based emotional speech synthesis systems have been
done [18], however, the lack on the capture and the analysis of more detailed/reliable
physiological features limits the further improvement of the research. The people
express the feeling not only by the acoustic features, but also with the content they
want to say. Different words, phrases and syntactic structures, etc. can make lots
kinds of expression results and styles. Though, some language cognition has been
done by some psychologist before [29], lots of work is still needed for the integration
of these two research topics.
2.2 Facial Expression
Facial expressions and movements such as a smile or a nod are used either to fulfill a
semantic function, to communicate emotions, or as conversational cues. Similar as
speech processing, the research of facial expression consists of works on coding,
recognition and generation, and have been done for a very long history. For instance,
Etcoff [9] parameterized the structure of the chief parts of human’s face through 37
lines, which enables people to roughly tell the affect status of faces; Ekman [39] built
facial action coding system. They classified human’s facial expressions into many
action units. With this method, he described facial expressions with six basic
emotions, joy, anger, surprise, disgust, fear and sadness. Currently, most of the facial
features can be found from the definition of MPEG-4. MPEG-4 allows the user to
configure and build systems for many applications by allowing flexibility in the
system configurations, by providing various levels of interactivity with audio-visual
content [29][30]. In this standard, both mesh model [33] or muscle model are used to
create 3-D facial models .
To do the facial expression analysis, most of the facial features were captured by
the optical flow or active appearance model. Lyons [54] applied the supervised Fisher
linear discriminant analysis(FDA) to learn an adequate linear subspace from classspecified training samples and the samples projected to this subspace can be best
separated. Principal component analysis (PCA) [20] and independent component
analysis (ICA) [25] have been used to for the expression classification. For facial
expression recognition, there are many other methods, such as, Gabor wavelets [54],
neural network [53], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [30], Point Distribute Model
(PDM), optical flow, geometrical tracking method, EGM method and so on. Among
them, the Gabor representation has been favored by many researchers due to its good
performance and not sensitive to the face posture and the lighting background. [54].
The pioneering work on facial animation was done by Frederic I. Parke in the
1970s. In the last decade the quality of facial animations has improved remarkably
due to the development of hardware and corresponding software. But in these days,
the generating of lifelike animated faces still remains an open issue. Many researchers
used methods based on images [34][36], visemes[37], FAPs[43], PCs[31][32], 3D
coordinates[37], 3D distance measurements [30][31] or optical flows[38] to generate
facial expression. Normally, the face expression should be synchronized with speech
when people express their ideas or feeling, it shows the audio-visual mapping is the
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key component to generate a vivid talking head system. There are mainly two
approaches for the synthesis: via speech recognition or driven by speech directly. The
first approach divides speech signal into language units such as phonemes, syllables,
words, then maps the units directly to the lip shapes and concatenates them.
Yamamoto E.[30] recognized phonemes through training HMM, and mapped them
directly to corresponding lip shapes, through smoothing algorithm, the lip movement
sequence is obtained. The second approach analyzes the bimodal data through
statistical learning model, and finds out the mapping between the continuous acoustic
features and facial control parameters, so as to drive the face animation directly by a
novel speech. Massaro [29] trained ANN to learn the mapping from LPCs to face
animation parameters, they used current frame, 5 backward and 5 forward time step as
the input to model the context. Many other methods have also been tried, such as,
TDNN[29], MLPs[32], KNN[31], HMM[30], GMM, VQ[30], Rule-based [37][38].
Recently, a new approach for audio-visual mapping has arisen [36], which is
inspired from speech synthesis [35]. This method means to construct new data stream
by concatenating stored data units in training database. It has advantage of that the
synthesis result appears very natural and realistic. But even for that, the lip movement
is still the focus in most of the research. Full facial expression, especially the
correlation between facial expression and more acoustic features, such as prosody,
timbre, etc. has seldom been touched. It needs more work in processing the features
which we ignored before.
2.3 Body Gesture and Movement
Body gesture and movement is defined by the positions of body arthroses and their
changes with time. Currently, the work for gesture processing is more focused on the
hand tracking. Hand gestures can convery various and diverse meanings, to enhance
the mood or to behave as a sign language. Traditionally, there are two methods,
apparentness methods [15] and 3-D modeling methods [17]. The apparentness based
method makes out the model by analyzing apparent features of hand gestures from 2D images, while the 3-D methods do the tracking in real 3D environment. Compared
to 3-D methods, the apparentness methods are less complicated, and more easy to be
used in real-time computation, however more efforts should be done to adapt the
method into high noise background and the real application. Some efforts have been
done to adopt mixed modeling methods and describe the features of static hand
gesture with multiple features (such as local profile features and overall image matrix
features) [16]. It shows the higher and more robust tracking results.
In order to realize body gesture and movement based from image sequences, the
key point is how to confirm the positions of body arthroses according to given image
information. The existing methods normally require some limitation [17], such as, (a)
different dress colours according to different body arthroses; (b) simple moving
directions; (c) simple backgrounds; (d) some manual initial markings. With these
methods, the profile of the target body is picked up at first, and then virtual
framework that is similar to real body framework is taken out through energy
function. After that, arthroses positions are determined based on the virtual
framework by using anthropotomy knowledge. The energy function can restrain some
background noises, and has low requirement for the preciseness of the fetched body
profile. In addition, some people enable the computers to more accurately capture
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data of face and body’s rapid movement by some auxiliary equipment like
electromagnetic inductor [14] and optical reflection signs [13]. Till now, the work is
still a difficult subject in computer vision’s area, especially in real application.
Concerning the capture of body gesture and movement, in addition to further
improvement of the capture accuracy and efficiency of parameters, how to obtain
more robust and subtle body-language is still an urgent difficult problem for affective
computing.
2.4 Multimodal System
As we can imagine, the direct human to human interaction is, by definition,
multimodal interaction in which participants encounter a steady stream of meaningful
facial expressions, gestures, body postures, head movements, words, grammatical
constructions, and prosodic contours. Multimodal systems are convinced by most of
the researchers to improve the results of affect recognition/understand and to generate
more vivid expressions in human computer interaction [10][12]. Multimodal systems
are able to meet the stringent performance requirements imposed by various
applications [10]. Such as, in biometrics recognition systems, Brunelli et al. [55]
describe a multimodal biometric system that uses the face and voice traits of an
individual for identification. Their system combines the matching scores of five
different matchers operating on the voice and face features, to generate a single
matching score that is used for identification. Bigun et al. [56]develop a statistical
framework based on Bayesian statistics to integrate information presented by the
speech (text-dependent) and face data of a user. Kumar et al. [57] combined hand
geometry and palmprint biometrics in a verification system. A commercial product
called BioID [58] uses voice, lip motion and face features of a user to verify identity.
Jain and Ross [59] improved the performance of a multimodal system by learning
user-specific parameters. General strategies for combining multiple classifiers have
been suggested in [60] and [61]. There is a large amount of literature available on the
various combination strategies for fusing multiple modalities using the matching
scores (see for example [62]).
In human computer interaction applications, it has been widely used for smart
room, virtual reality, etc. Among them, the ubiquitous computing [65] might be the
most representative application of this technology, which encompasses a wide range
of research topics, including distributed computing, mobile computing, sensor
networks, human-computer interaction, and artificial intelligence.
The multimodal technology is just arisen in recent years, most existing system are
lack of efficient method to integrate the different channels, the synchronized control
modeling for multi-channel information processing are still not well solved. More
work should be done in the parameters integrations.
2.5 Affect Understanding and Cognition
The affective understanding module is the next in logical sequence after the
recognition module. The affective understanding may contain the functions by
absorbing information, remembering the information, modeling the user's current
mood, modeling the user's emotional life, applying the user affect model, updating the
user affect model, building and maintaining a user-editable taxonomy of user
preferences, featuring two-way communication with the system's recognition module,
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eventually building and maintaining a more complete model of the user's behavior,
eventually modeling the user's context, providing a basis for the generation of
synthetic system affect, ensure confidentiality and security. [63]
The OCC model [41] might be one of the most successful models from all of the
work. It classifies the people’s emotions as a result of events, objects and other agents
under three categories. People are happy or unhappy with an event, like or dislike an
object, approve or disapprove an agent. There are 22 detailed emotions under the
three emotion categories. Though the OCC model provides three groups of emotions
depending on reactions to external things, it is really hard to do that in real
environments, where we get more complicated reactions. Sometimes, some reactions
may involve all of the emotions in the three categories. For example, when people see
their neighbors beat the child, they may feel distressed and do not wish such an event
(beating the child) to happen, and feel it a pity that the child is beaten. They may also
reproach their neighbors for violating the human rights and contempt them for beating
their child. Finally, they may start to hate their neighbor because of the event. From
this process, we can see that people often experience more than one emotion because
of complex external environments, instead of just one single emotion state. Therefore,
it is difficult for us to understand the emotional experience of sadness and happiness
mixed together and surprised happiness.
Affects are closely related to cognition. Psychologists have always been exploring
this issue for a long time. In recent years the researchers from computer sciences also
hope to verify the relations between affects and cognition through various
experiments, for instance, the emotion group of Geneva university designed a set of
computer games dealing with questions and answers. Experiment participants
experience emotional changes as playing the games. Their facial expressions and
sounds emitted during the game are collected as samples to be analyzed. This kind of
games triggers emotions that can be used to help researchers study and explore the
interaction of emotion triggering and cognition levels. Similar experiments were also
conducted by UIUC in their multimodal interaction system.
Though the experiment designs and small samples are preliminary, the experiment
shows that the close relation between emotions and cognition are being more valued
by emotion researchers. From the preliminary theoretical framework to the current
preliminary experiment, human beings are gradually revealing the secrets of their
complex brains. With this progress, we are able to go deep into our brains, better
control emotions triggered by brains, avoid the damaging behaviors brought about by
passive and negative emotions, help mentally and psychologically ill patients
overcome emotional shadows and make our psychological world more beautiful.

3 Projects
Although the affective computing is a new concept in recent years, there are already
some related projects. We cannot list all of them, but only summarizing some of them
according to author’s experiences. They are described in the following.
3.1 HUMAINE (EU Project)
HUMAINE (Human-Machine Interaction Network on Emotion) is a Network of
Excellence in the EU's Sixth Framework Programme. The project aims to lay the
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foundations for European development of systems that can register, model and/or
influence human emotional and emotion-related states and processes - 'emotionoriented systems'. Such systems may be central to future interfaces, but their
conceptual underpinnings are not sufficiently advanced to be sure of their real
potential or the best way to develop them. One of the reasons is that relevant
knowledge is dispersed across many disciplines. HUMAINE brings together lots of
experts from the key disciplines in a programme designed to achieve intellectual
integration. It identifies six thematic areas that cut across traditional groupings and
offer a framework for an appropriate division - theory of emotion; signal/sign
interfaces; the structure of emotionally coloured interactions; emotion in cognition
and action; emotion in communication and persuasion; and usability of emotionoriented systems. [21]
3.2 Affective-Cognitive Framework for Learning and Decision-Making (MIT
Affective Computing Research Group)
The project aims to redress many of the classic problems, that most machine learning
and decision-making models, however, are based on old, purely cognitive models, and
are slow, brittle, and awkward to adapt, by developing new models that integrate
affect with cognition. Ultimately, such improvements will allow machines to make
smart and more human-like decisions for better human-machine interactions. [22]
3.3 Oz Project (CMU)
Oz is a computer system that allows authors to create and present interactive dramas.
The architecture of the project includes a simulated physical world, several characters,
an interactor, a theory of presentation, and a drama manager. A model of each
character's body and of the interactor's body are in the physical world. Outside the
physical world, a model of mind controls each character's actions. The interactor's
actions are controlled by the interactor. Sensory information is passed from the
physical world to the interactor through an interface controlled by a theory of
presentation. In the project framework, the drama manager influences the characters'
minds, the physical world, and the presentation theory. [23]
3.4 Emotion, Stress and Coping in Families with Adolescents: Assessing
Personality Factors and Situational Aspects in an Experimental Computer
Game (Geneva Emotion Research Group)
The project studies behavioral coping strategies developed by adolescents to face
different types of stressful situations, with a specific focus on coping functionality,
and complements coping research using questionnaires by controlled studies in the
laboratory. Combining intra- and the inter-individual approaches to coping such that
both situational and personality variables can be measured. Therefore, coping is
studied in an intra-individual setting (one person confronted to different types of
situations, at different moments in time), nested within an inter-individual setting
(several individuals are compared with regard to their individual coping across
different situations). [24]
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3.5 The Cognition and Affect Project (University of Birmingham)
The main goal of this project is to understand the types of architectures that are
capable of accounting for the whole range of human (and non-human) mental states
and processes, including not only intelligent capabilities, such as the ability to learn to
find your way in an unfamiliar town and the ability to think about infinite sets, but
also moods, emotions, desires, and the like. For instance, they have investigated
whether the ability to have emotional states is an accident of animal evolution or an
inevitable consequence of design requirements and constraints, for instance in
resource-limited intelligent robots. [25]
3.6 BlueEyes (IBM)
The project aims at creating computational devices with the sort of perceptual abilities
that people take for granted. BlueEyes uses sensing technology to identify a user's
actions and to extract key information. This information is then analyzed to determine
the user's physical, emotional, or informational state, which in turn can be used to
help make the user more productive by performing expected actions or by providing
expected information. For example, a BlueEyes-enabled television could become
active when the user makes eye contact, at which point the user could then tell the
television to "turn on". [26]
3.7 People and Robot (CMU)
The project is directed at three little-understood aspects of service robots in society:
the design and behavior of service robots; the ways that humans and robots interact;
how service robots function as members of a work team. The initial domain for this
work is elder communities and hospitals, where service robots can do useful but
taxing tasks. The research aims at the design of appropriate appearance and
interactions of service robots in these contexts. [27]
3.8 Affect Sensitive Human-Robot Collaboration (Vanderbilt University)
The projects involves developing a novel affect-sensitive architecture for human-robot
cooperation, where the robot is expected to recognize human psychological states (for
instance-stress, panic, fear, engagement in task at hand). This technique involves realtime monitoring of physiological signals of a human subject using wearable sensors.
These may include his/her heart rate variability, brainwaves, skin conductance,
respiration, muscle tension, blood pressure and temperature. The signals are analyzed in
n real-time to infer the emotional states of the human interacting with the robot. The
robot controller considers the psychological state in its feedback loop to decide on a
course of action. The work exploits recent advances in control theory, signal processing,
pattern recognition, and experimental psychology. [28]
3.9 Expressive Visual Speech Synthesis (NLPR, Institute of Automation,
Chinese Academy of Sciences)
The project aims to enhance multimodal interfaces by adapting them to users'
intentions and behaviours. For this, high-level characteristics of voices and faces are
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defined that describe a person’s expressiveness, as induced by the communicative
intention, the current speaker state, the environmental condition, the relationship with
his/her interlocutor(s), as well as by the person’s identity, as circumscribed by gender,
personality characteristics, age, language, and cultural membership. The project aims
to make scientific breakthroughs by generating a multiplicity of voices and faces by
extracting the features from speech, facial images and videos. The project will render
man-machine communication more effective and natural by adding personality and
expressiveness to the pure linguistic content that is currently generated by synthetic
voices and talking heads, and by reacting to the intention and behaviour of the user.

4 Research Challenges
On the basis of perception, analysis, and modeling of affective features information
such as speech and body language. The interrelation among research contents is
illustrated in the following sketch:
Affective information acquiring
Multi-model affect identification
Affective status
Affective
Database

Affective
interaction

Affective understanding
Affect generation
Multi-model affective expression

Fig. 1. Research framework

With the analysis above, some challenging research topics might be collected here.
4.1 Affective Understanding and Adaptation
Existing models of emotion use highly stylized stereotypes of personality types and
emotional responsiveness, which do not correspond to real behavior in real people.
There are lots of arguments in how to define the emotions. Someone might think it is
not possible to model affect, and no way for affective understanding. This question
has been discussed by Picard in her paper [63]. We know, “with any complex
modelling problem, there are ways to handle complexity and contribute to progress in
understanding. If we want to model affect at the neuropeptide signalling level, then
we are limited indeed, because we know only a small part about how such molecules
communicate among the organs in our body and realtime sensing of local molecular
activity is not easily accomplished. ”[63]
With the affect model, the ultimate purpose of affective computing is to assist the
computer properly react after it understands the user’s affect and meaning, and then
be accustomed to the changes of the user’s affect. Currently, there are some work use
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the man-aided method to evaluate the user’s feeling. It is still an important issue on
how to analyze the dynamic characteristics of the user’s affect and how to make the
computer react properly according to the identification result of affective information.
Affect is closed associated with personalities, environment, and cultural background,
precise affect understanding model can only be realized by combining all these
information. Psychological research results indicate that affect could be extended
from the past affect states. Moreover, the lack of dynamic affect information
mechanism is another important factor restricting current affect models. Therefore,
how to define and integrate these information, how to describe/inegrate the dynamic
affect information and how to improve the adaptation algorithm to natural scenarios
should be the emphasis in the future research. It helps to build a personalized affective
interaction system, by specifying the personal information and environment in real
application.
4.2 Multi-model Based Affective Information Processing
As analysis in 2.4, the lack of the coordination mechanism of affective parameters
under multi-model condition quite limits the affective understanding and the affect
prompts. The amalgamation of different channels is not just the combination of them,
but to find the mutual relations among all channel information. The mutual relation
could make better integration of the different channels during interaction phases for
both recognition/understanding and information generation. Figure 2 shows common
affective status identification flow.
Facial expression capturing
Face
Human

Hand
Body
Voice

Hand gesture Tracking
Body movement and body
gesture tracking
Acoustic Features

Identification
arithmetic and selfsuitability process
Affective
status

Fig. 2. Multi-model based affective recognition

4.3 Affective Feature Capturing in Real Environments
Most of current affective feature capturing is still limited in labs or studios, which are
less complicated and have smaller background noises. The currently available
information can only be used in information retrieval and common feature
identification, which is too rough to make affective computing for complicated affect
changes. Apart from developing high-quality affective interaction, we should
emphasize on establishing automatic affective information capture from real
environment and getting more reliable and detailed features, especially, for particular
facial features’ tracking and description, robust hand/body gesture tracking and
modeling, more physiological acoustic parameters capture and modeling.
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4.4 Affective Interaction in Multi-agent System
The study of agent based systems evolved from the field of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence in the early to mid 1980's, with the development of intelligent MultiAgent systems being given new impetus by the emergence of the World Wide Web
and the Internet. Solving the problems associated with, and taking advantage of the
opportunities offered by, this inherently distributed and unstructured environment are
seen as major application areas for intelligent and Multi-Agent systems. Traditional
affective interaction is just based on the single human computer interaction
procedures. It is really a challenge work on how to make affective interaction in
multi-agent system. In contrast to classical applications in artificial intelligence, the
central ideas underlying multi-agent based affective interaction are that:
z
z
z

z

the affect of one agent could be influenced by the other agents.
the system exhibits goal directed behavior
one agent can interact with and negotiate with other agents (possibly
human) in order to achieve their goals
the whole system can apply intelligence in the way they react to a dynamic
and unpredictable environment.

Apart from the implementation of practical and useful systems another main goal in
the study of Multi-Agent based affective interaction systems are to understand
interaction among intelligent entities whether they are computational, human or both.
4.5 Affective Database
The shortage of affective database is one of the reasons why current study of affective
computing is confined. Establishing a database storing a numerous number of
affective data, especially multi-model affective data, is necessary to affective
computing, and is also prerequisite for deeply studying affect mechanism. Some
existing corpus consists of expressive speech [64], facial expression in videos
[34][36][37][38], statistic 2D or 3D facial images [31][32], and motion capture data
[30][43], etc. Nearly all of them are used for specific research, such as, emotion
recognition, facial animation, etc. Due to lack of more detailed cognition experiments,
the current database is hard to be used for the research of affective understanding.
Further research should be involved in design, collection, marking, search, tool
making, and other relative works related to multi-model affective data.

5 Conclusion
Though the concept of affective computing has come out not for a long time, it
attracts high and extensive attention from academy and enterprise fields. The study
and application of relevant fields are booming. To sum up, the existing researches are
mainly limited in the detailed and scattered fields like voice and body language.
Because of the lack of large affect data resources, no effective mechanism for multifeature affective computing and relevant learning and controlling algorithms and the
insufficiency of adaptation to natural scenarios, computers can not accurately judge
and generate a human-like affect status and have real effective affect interaction. As a
whole, various theoretical problems concerning affective computing are not well
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solved. Even for that, there are still some applications, for instances, adding the
function of automatic perception to people’s mood in information household
appliances and intelligent instruments to provide better services to people; making use
of the function of affect concept analysis in computer retrieval system to improve the
accuracy and efficiency of information retrieval; adding affect factors in the remote
education platform may intensify the education effects; utilizing multi-model affect
interaction technology in virtual reality application may build intelligent space and
virtual scenario closer to real life etc. In addition, affect calculation may also be
applied in the related industries like digital entertainment, robots and intelligent toys
to realize more personalitive style and build more vivid scenario.
In recent years, the ubiquitous computing and wearable computing, which are
closely related to affective computing, have achieved the pervasive attention of
scientists. Ubiquitous computing and wearable computing are the necessary products
of the combination of mobile computing technology and computer individualization.
Concerning design, the computing technology becomes a part of our daily life and is
closely tied with computer users. All these bring great conveniences to the real time
capture of affect information as well as provide a perfect platform for affective
computing. By means of the organic integration with affective computing, a colorful
world of computing technology will be built.
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